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Executive summary



Executive summary EMC® Symmetrix® DMX-3 defines the standard for high-end storage capacity by providing the following: Š



Nondisruptive expansion of capacity and performance as requirements increase



Š



Multiple storage tiers with common high-end functionality and management



Š



The power to maintain service levels and functionality as consolidation grows



This technical note explains the major configuration options and makes recommendations to support new levels of capacity, consolidation, and performance for improved total cost of ownership (TCO).



Introduction Symmetrix DMX-3 takes advantage of the scalability of the Direct Matrix Architecture® to provide near-linear performance increases as channel directors, memory directors, and disk directors are added to the system. This allows users to nondisruptively scale connectivity, capacity, and performance to meet growth requirements, and provides a key technical advantage over competitive arrays whose performance does not scale well to support large capacities. Symmetrix DMX-3 provides the highest levels of performance, featuring: Š



A direct matrix bandwidth of 128 GB/s



Š



Fast processors (eight 1.3 GHz PowerPC processors per director)



Š



Configurations of up to 2,400 drives



Symmetrix DMX-3 provides the ultimate in flexibility, including the ability to incrementally scale back-end performance by adding disk directors and storage bays. Each disk director pair supports 32 to 480 physical disk drives via eight Fibre Channel loops. Six hundred physical drives may be configured with an RPQ. Capacity can be increased by installing additional drive bays. If a system is initially configured with fewer than eight disk directors, additional disk director pairs can be added to increase performance and to support additional drive bays. These capacity and performance upgrades can be performed online with no impact to production applications. In fact, all configuration changes, hardware and software updates, and service procedures are designed to be performed online and nondisruptively. This ensures that customers can consolidate 2
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without compromising availability, performance, and functionality, while leveraging true pay-as-you-grow economics for high-growth storage environments.



Audience This technical note is designed to assist both customers and EMC personnel who configure, design, and order Symmetrix systems.



Tiered storage The following sections describe configuration options, drive choices, and tools for implementing tiered storage. These steps will provide the highest performance with best predictability for critical applications, and will create a more cost-effective, lower-performance tier for less-critical applications.



Tiered storage in dedicated arrays One way for customers with multiple Symmetrix DMX™ systems to implement tiers of storage is to use dedicated DMX arrays for each tier. For instance, a number of tier 1 DMX systems will be dedicated to the highest-availability, performance-intensive, mission-critical applications. Dedicating all system resources to the tier 1 applications eliminates any possibility of tier 2 applications impacting tier 1 service-level agreements (SLAs). Tier 1 applications are often characterized by high I/O rates with a high percentage of disk read and write activity. The highest system performance in these environments is often achieved with 15-drive loops and smaller drive sizes with faster speeds (for example, 73 GB 10k or 15k rpm). As tier 1 capacity and performance requirements increase, additional disk directors can be added and/or drive loops can be extended to 30 drives. Symm Optimizer will balance the system to maintain the highest system performance. Separate arrays can be dedicated to tier 2 applications, which generally have an I/O profile that does not push back-end performance (such as data warehouses and other less-frequently accessed files). In these environments, longer drive loops (30-drive, or higher, loops) are appropriate with large drive capacities (146 GB and 300 GB). Figure 1 illustrates tiered storage across multiple dedicated arrays.
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Tiered storage



Multiple Use Cases - Multiple Service Levels - Multiple Cost Points Mission-critical applications (tier 1)



Business-critical applications (tier 2)



Backup, recovery, and archive (tier 3)



RAID 1 15k 146 GB



RAID 5 10k 300 GB



RAID 5 7,200 500 GB



Common Platform - Common Management - Common Protection Figure 1. Tiered storage across dedicated arrays



Tiered storage within a high-end array Most customer environments will contain a mix of workloads and implement tiering of applications within a single DMX system. This makes it easier to manage, provides common functionality, facilitates the movement of data between tiers, and delivers higher customer value. For instance, two application tiers could reside within a single DMX-3 but be configured on different drive types and protection schemes to meet the differing workload demands. The default configuration is to spread the different types of drives throughout the system with no special attention paid to intermixing drive speeds and capacities. This will bring the highest total performance to all applications. If an objective is to provide the most predictable performance possible for more performance intensive applications, the best practice is to segregate tier 1 and tier 2 applications within the DMX. Tiers are most easily segregated by disk director pair. For example, certain disk director processors may have slower (high capacity) drives attached and others may have faster (high performance) drives.
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Figure 2 illustrates tiered storage within a single array.



Single DMX-3 Frame



(tier 1)



Business-critical applications (tier 2)



RAID 1 15k 146 GB



RAID 5 10k 300 GB



Mission-critical applications



Recovery and archive (tier 3)



RAID 6 7,200 500 GB



Consolidated Storage - Consolidated Management Consolidated Protection Figure 2. Tiered storage within a high-end array



Tools for managing resources With Enginuity™ 5772, customers may also be able to deploy Dynamic Cache Partitioning and Symmetrix Priority Controls in order to better segregate system resources and define priorities. Dynamic Cache Partitioning Dynamic Cache Partitioning allows the customer to create cache partitioning groups (CPGs). The customer can then allocate a certain portion of Symmetrix cache to each group. The cache subsystem is aware of the user-defined allocations and ensures that CPGs do not consume more cache that they are allotted. For example, a smaller amount of cache can be given to a group of LC-FC drives so that the slower destage process does not interfere with other applications on other drives. Or an Exchange application, which has a high cache/hit ratio, can be assigned to a smaller portion of cache to ensure resources will be available for other critical applications. EMC Symmetrix DMX-3 Best Practices Technical Note
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Symmetrix Priority Controls Symmetrix Priority Controls give customers the flexibility to control the priority of host application read I/O by assigning high-priority volumes to an appropriate priority level required by their critical applications. Each priority level has a maximum delay time that will be determined by the configuration of priority levels, I/Os per second, and volumes, which are set by the user. All volumes will be assigned the highest priority by default. Symmetrix Priority Controls also ensure that higher priority I/Os have preference in the system during times of congestion. For example, if an online transaction processing (OLTP) application that is critical to business operations resides in the same system as a test and development database, the volumes used by the OLTP application can be assigned a higher priority to prevent disk conflicts during periods of write intensive activity. For more information on these features, consult the New Features in EMC Enginuity 5772 for Symmetrix Environments white paper available on EMC.com.



Tiered storage best practices Š



For extremely performance-intensive, mission-critical applications, it is important to dedicate all system resources to the tier 1 data and eliminate any possibility of interaction with tier 2 data.



Š



When implementing tiered storage in a system for appropriate applications: ƒ



Segregate tier 1 and tier 2 to maximize predictable performance by application tier.



ƒ



To maximize the performance of all applications, tiers should be aggregated. However, in this situation, the behavior of tier 2/3 applications must be well understood to ensure overall performance needs can be satisfied.



Š



Dynamic Cache Partitioning should be used to allocate a certain portion of cache to applications with high cache hit ratios.



Š



Symmetrix Priority Controls should be utilized to assign higher priority to volumes used by critical applications.



For detailed information about implementing tiered storage within a DMX, consult a Symmetrix Performance Guru.
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Scaling DMX-3 capacity and performance Symmetrix DMX-3 introduces the ability to incrementally scale both capacity and back-end performance. If a system is initially configured with fewer than eight disk directors, additional disk director pairs can be added to increase performance and to support additional drive bays. These upgrades can be performed online with no impact to production applications. Each disk director pair in the Symmetrix DMX-3 uses eight Fibre Channel loops. Each loop supports four to 60-plus drives. In very large configurations with many drives per loop, the capability of the drives to do I/O may be greater than the I/O capacity of the DA, and the DA would thus be unable to fully utilize the capability of the drives. Because of this, EMC's recommended configuration for high-performance applications seeks to balance the capabilities of the drives and the DAs. Loops of up to 30 drives will easily meet the performance requirements of the vast majority of applications; loops longer than 30 drives are best for "capacity" configurations, though they also work well if a subset of the drives is active at any given time. Ultra-high-performance applications will generally require the fastest drives (15k rpm) and may require shorter drive loops. Workloads with high random I/O content and extreme high-performance requirements are best for loops with no more than 15 drives of 15k rpm. These loops could be extended later if analysis of the actual workload indicates the DAs are not yet fully utilized.



DMX-3 scaling best practices Š



Add disk directors and drives as storage and capacity requirements grow.



Š



For very high-performance applications, the fastest drives should be configured on shorter loops.



Š



Longer loops are typically best suited for configurations where capacity is more important than performance.



Drive choices Symmetrix systems are available with many choices of drive capacity and rotational speed. It is well understood that 15k rpm drives perform better than 10k rpm drives, which perform better than 7200 rpm drives. Seek time and rotational latency significantly affect the performance of the storage subsystem to attached hosts. Drives of the same rotational speed, latency, and seek time will have roughly equivalent performance, regardless of the drive capacity. Table 1 lists some performance characteristics of current drives. EMC Symmetrix DMX-3 Best Practices Technical Note
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Table 1. Drive performance characteristics



73 GB 15k rpm



73 GB 10k rpm



146 GB 15k rpm



73



73



146



146



300



500



Internal data rate (MB/s)



68-114



47-94



68-114



47-94



47-94



47-94



Disc rotational speed (r/min)



15,000



10,000



15,000



10,000



10,000



7,200



Avg rotational latency (ms)



2



3



2



3



3



4.17



Avg read seek (ms)



3.5



4.7



3.5



4.7



4.7



8.5



Avg write seek (ms)



4



5.4



4



5.4



5.4



9.5



Read single track seek (ms)



0.27



0.20



0.27



0.20



0.20



0.80



Write single track seek (ms)



0.45



0.50



0.45



0.50



0.50



1



Read full stroke seek (ms)



7.4



9.7



7.4



9.7



9.7



16



Write full stroke seek (ms)



7.9



10.4



7.9



10.4



10.4



16.55



Specification



Drive capacity (GB)



146 GB 300 GB 10k 10k rpm rpm



500 GB 7,200 rpm



Performance as a function of drive count It is important to remember that as the drive capacity increases within a particular family of drives, the performance per physical drive does not increase. When comparing a 146 GB 10k rpm drive against a 300 GB drive, the capacity doubles, but the access density, or the number of I/Os per gigabyte the drive can perform, is cut in half. So to propose a correct configuration, it is often more important to configure the system for the number of drives required for performance rather than to configure only for the required capacity. To determine exactly the number of physical drives required, it is necessary to calculate the back-end requirements of the workload. EMC’s standard 8
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performance tests show how system performance scales using different workloads with varying read and write profiles to simulate business environments such as Microsoft Exchange, Oracle databases, decision support systems, and data warehouse applications. These can be used to provide an estimate of the number of drives needed for a given application. EMC Sales Representatives have tools that can model the utilization of a proposed system with a consolidated workload, to ensure the appropriate number of physical drives is configured. The customer must provide Performance Manager or Symmetrix Trends of Performance (STP) data gathered from Symmetrix systems during peak times in order for the model to provide correct output.



Low-Cost Fibre Channel drive opportunities LC-FC drives provide a unique opportunity in DMX-3 systems. Drives of 500 GB are appropriate for consolidating backup to disk and lower tiered applications within Symmetrix DMX. Appropriate uses include: Š



Applications with low I/O workloads



Š



Applications with sequential I/Os



Š



Write once, read many (WORM) applications (DSS, data warehouse)



Š



Nonauthenticated online media archive



Š



General purpose shared file systems



Š



Print queue storage



Š



Test environments



Adding lower tiers of storage to a tier 1 Symmetrix DMX configuration using 500 GB Low-Cost Fibre Channel (LC-FC) drives enables customers to simplify management and to standardize on Symmetrix functionality. Once customers have consolidated applications onto a Symmetrix, they can take advantage of all of the advanced business continuity and system availability features unique to the Symmetrix system - all at a price point competitive to large ATA drives. Symmetrix DMX with Low-Cost Fibre Channel drives affords customers a powerful and flexible choice for deploying tiered storage as they implement Information Lifecycle Management strategies. LC-FC drive considerations A number of high-level rules help ensure that DMX-3 systems can take full advantage of the new LC-FC drives. Š



For TimeFinder®: ƒ



LC-FC drives can be used as targets with TimeFinder/Clone. Executing the precopy operation to completion before EMC Symmetrix DMX-3 Best Practices Technical Note
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Data protection methods



activating the clone will improve copy time and is considered a best practice. Note that the precopy operation may take longer on the LC-FC drive.



Š



Š



ƒ



LC-FC drives can be used as targets with TimeFinder/Emulation.



ƒ



LC-FC drives should participate only in TimeFinder/Mirror relationships with other LC-FC drives



For SRDF®: ƒ



LC-FC drives can be used in SRDF relationships with other LC-FC drives.



ƒ



LC-FC drives can be used as SRDF/S target volumes for non-LC-FC source volumes when used by read-intensive applications that generate few writes.



ƒ



LC-FC drives generally should not be used as SRDF target volumes for write-intensive applications.



LC-FC drives are not to be used in tier 1 mission-critical applications where availability and performance are of significant importance. ƒ



Š



Examples of when not to use LC-FC include: online transaction processing (OLTP), Exchange/Notes/SMTP email repositories, I/O-intensive decision support, or other application or environments that would create a constant I/O demand on the drives.



LC-FC drives should not be used for save device or SRDF/A Delta Set Extension (DSE) pools.



For more information on LC-FC drives, consult the Symmetrix DMX-3: A Strong Case for Low-Cost Fibre Channel Drives technical note available on Powerlink, EMC’s password-protected extranet for customers and partners.



Data protection methods The primary purpose of RAID data protection is to provide data availability in the event of a drive failure. Therefore, data availability requirements should be the most important factor in selecting a RAID protection scheme. RAID 1 (mirroring) EMC’s recommendation for highest performance and availability is to use RAID 1 (mirrored) protection. RAID 1 configurations have higher performance in most applications because each disk has a copy of the data. Thus, it is possible for the system to be satisfying two I/O requests simultaneously from either copy. Mirrored volumes will also have lower
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response time due to the Symmetrix Dynamic Mirror Service Policy (DMSP), which automatically determines the optimal disk to read to achieve maximum performance. In general, a mirrored configuration will perform as much as 30 percent better than a parity-protected (RAID 5) configuration with the same number of disks. Mirrored volumes will also have lower response time since the Symmetrix system can access the data on either of the mirrored drives. Mirrored configurations also provide higher performance if there is a disk failure since another complete copy of the data is immediately available. Furthermore, since only two disks are used for the mirror, the chance of multiple-drive failure is reduced. RAID 1 volumes can also be protected by both dynamic and permanent sparing RAID 5 RAID 5 configurations are parity-protected. In the event of a physical drive failure, the missing data is rebuilt by reading the remaining drives in the RAID group and performing XOR calculations. RAID 5 may offer excellent performance for many applications since data is striped across back-end disk directors, as well as disks. However, there can be a performance disadvantage for write-intensive, random workloads due to parity generation. RAID 5 can be configured with either four members (RAID 5 3+1) or eight members (RAID 5 7+1) in each RAID group. In most cases, the performance of RAID 5 3+1 and RAID 5 7+1 will be similar. However, having more members in a RAID group, as well as a longer rebuild time due to large physical drive capacity, may increase the chances of a second drive failure within a RAID group during rebuild. This risk can be reduced by the implementation of both dynamic and permanent sparing. RAID 6 Protection schemes such as RAID 1 and RAID 5 can protect a system from a single physical drive failure within a mirrored pair or RAID group. RAID 6 supports the ability to rebuild data in the event that two drives fail within a RAID group. EMC’s implementation of RAID 6 calculates two types of parity, which is key in order for data to be reconstructed following a double drive failure. Horizontal parity is identical to RAID 5 parity, which is calculated from the data across all the disks. Diagonal parity is calculated on a diagonal subset of data members. RAID 6 provides high data availability but could be subject to significant write performance impact due to horizontal and diagonal parity generation, as with EMC Symmetrix DMX-3 Best Practices Technical Note
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any RAID 6 implementation. Therefore, RAID 6 is generally not recommended for write-intensive workloads. Permanent sparing can also be used to further protect RAID 6 volumes. RAID 6 volumes also benefit from a new data structure called the Physical Consistency Table that allows them to occupy only a single mirror position. RAID 0 RAID 0 volumes have only one copy of the data. This protection method was typically reserved for short-term (for example, daily) backups/BCVs or test data, but this is no longer recommended due to the addition of RAID 5 BCVs. EMC requires an approved RPQ for unprotected standard volumes.



Data protection methods comparison Table 2 outlines the advantages and disadvantages of each protection method. Table 2. Comparison of data protection methods RAID 1



RAID 5



RAID 6



Availability



High



Lower than RAID 1 due to increased members



Higher than RAID 5 due to dual parity protection



Performance



High



Lower than RAID 1 due to parity generation



Lower than RAID 5 due to dual parity generation



Optimizer settings Symm Optimizer has two flag settings that, when set, will take data availability into account when performing a swap. These flags are “Maintain RAID Groups,” which applies to RAID 5 and RAID 6 volumes, and “Maintain Mirrors,” which applies to RAID 1 volumes. These flags are located in the Optimizer Settings window under the Advanced button. It is considered best practice and highly recommended that these flags be set. When candidates for a swap are identified, Optimizer will swap all of the members of the RAID groups. This reduces the probability of a dual drive failure within a RAID group, although the additional swaps increase the overall time for the operation to complete. When these flags are not checked, Optimizer will consider only performance when performing a swap. The resulting configuration may cause what is called a shotgun configuration, where the RAID members of all of the logical volumes 12
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on a physical drive are configured on completely separate drives. This increases the exposure to a dual drive failure within a RAID group.



Sparing Symmetrix DMX systems have a disk sparing functionality that reserves drives as standby spares. These drives are not user-addressable. The collection of spare drives is called the spare pool. Sparing increases data availability without affecting performance. Symmetrix DMX systems support both dynamic and permanent sparing functionalities. The following sections describe each of these processes as well as best practice recommendations.



Dynamic sparing Dynamic sparing copies the contents of a failing disk to an available spare without any interruption in processing. Dynamic sparing provides incremental protection against failure of a second disk during the time a disk is taken offline and when it is ultimately replaced and resynchronized. Dynamic sparing is used in combination with RAID 0, RAID 1, and RAID 5. The available spare must be of the same block size (512 or 520) and at least the same capacity of the failing drive. The speed of the spare drive is not taken into account. A spare that is of slower speed than the failing drive will provide data protection, although performance may be affected.



Permanent sparing Permanent sparing will look for a spare drive of the same block size, capacity, and speed in a good location to permanently replace the failing drive via configuration change. Permanent sparing is used in combination with all protection types. Currently, physical drives that contain vault volumes are not candidates for permanent sparing. The process identifies a good location using the following rules: Š



Not on the same disk director as any other mirror or member of the RAID 5 group.



Š



Not on the same loop or drive enclosure as any other mirror or member of the RAID 5 group.



Š



Not on the same power branch as any other mirror or member of the RAID 5 group.



Š



RAID 6 volumes may have up to two members on the same disk director, loop, or drive enclosure.
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Conclusion



The failed drive becomes a not ready spare in the spare pool and can be replaced at a later time. There should be other spares available should another drive fail. If the process cannot identify a spare in a good location, the dynamic sparing process will take place for RAID 0, RAID 1 and RAID 5 volumes. Configuring spares When planning for spare drives, each of the system’s drive types must be considered (capacity, speed, and block size). A valid pool of spares for each drive type must be available. The EMC ordering system will calculate the minimum amount of spares that should be configured in the Symmetrix. This may only configure as little as two spare drives for each type of drive installed, which may not be enough to fully enable permanent sparing. Additional spares of each type of drive can be added to further increase the chances of successful permanent sparing for each drive failure that may occur. Configuring a spare drive on each loop for each drive type on the loop will give the best chances of successful permanent sparing. Special sparing considerations In the case of RAID 5 (3+1) or RAID 6 (6+2) on a single director pair DMX-3 950, and RAID 5 (7+1) or RAID 6 (14+2) on both the DMX-3 950 and the DMX-3 1500, one spare drive needs to be configured on every loop in order to fully implement permanent sparing. Configuring less spares would mean that only those drives with a spare on the same loop could be permanently spared; the remainder would be dynamically spared. Furthermore, since only one spare is available for each drive, then the spare would need to be replaced before permanent sparing again fully protects the entire system. We would not have the option, as with larger systems, to allow a number of drives to fail and maintain the ability to permanently spare all drives. Configuring two or more spares per loop would alleviate this issue.



Conclusion This technical note explains the major configuration options and made recommendations for best practices to support the new levels of capacity, consolidation, and performance available in Symmetrix DMX-3 configurations to deliver the highest functionality at the largest capacities. The Symmetrix DMX system provides flexible data protection options to allow users to meet different performance, availability, functionality, and economic
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requirements. The ability to support a wide range of service levels with a single storage infrastructure provides a key building block to implementing Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) by deploying a tiered storage strategy. EMC’s vision is to help our customers get the maximum value from their information at the lowest TCO at every point in the information lifecycle. ILM is a way to map the right service level to the right application at the right cost, and at the right time.
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